Everyone gets a blemish now and then. But for some, acne is a way of life. Acne sufferers spend millions of dollars in their desperate hunt for a solution. Often they turn to incomplete over-the-counter remedies or even prescription drugs with dangerous side effects. Now, there is a cure. The Acne Cure describes a revolutionary, proven treatment program that, in no more than 6 weeks, eliminates acne in 95 percent of all cases—even the most severe ones. You will see dramatic results in as little as 24 hours! The Acne Cure is the only book ever to offer a comprehensive, safe, rapid, and almost universally successful method of eliminating acne without prescription drugs, without side effects, without shifts in lifestyle or eating habits, and at little cost. Whether you’re a teenage girl embarrassed to date because of her complexion, or a woman who feels her face is disfigured by acne; whether you’re a boy with pimples, or a mature man for whom shaving is torture because of the bumps and lesions of the disease; whether you’re White, Black, Hispanic, or Asian, this program is for you. Using the simple, in-home Acne Cure protocol, you can now get rid of your acne—once and for all. YOU WILL LEARN: The simple, step-by-step program to eradicate even the most difficult acne The ideal cure for any age or skin type The real story of acne: what it is, how it spreads, and what is just a myth The scientific proof behind the Acne Cure program Which vitamins and antioxidants help your skin What really works to eliminate razor bumps in men How stress affects acne and what to do about it The best ways to deal with the really tough acne problems How to eliminate acne scars In only a few minutes a day, in no more than 6 weeks—and often much sooner—your skin will be healthy, vibrant, and acne-free. Better still, when you follow the simple, inexpensive program outlined in this book, chances are your acne will not return. Even if it does, you’ll have no trouble eliminating all traces of it again promptly. From now on, you never need worry about acne again. Say good-bye to pimples and hello to clear skin.
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Customer Reviews

Important information that will help you. Read everything! Long post. Ladies and gentlemen, I am happy for you to come your way into a brand new start in life. But before you get into it, let me assure you, it all depends on YOU! That's right, you. This book is effective, but only if followed 100 percent correctly. Which is not easy! believe me, especially after loads of failed attempt and reluctant to follow through due to lack of trust and confidence in other "solution". That's what holding some of these negative reviewer back. The method in this book does work, but only if you follow it consistently everyday at the specific hour and specific routine and all the micro details involved in the process. Terry J Dubrow is a great researcher and doctor, but when it comes to communicating his points, I find that to be his biggest flaw. His Acne Cure Program, the routine is not listed PRECISELY clear, he wrote it under the assumption that we know exactly what to use for morning, night, etc... So let me clarify for you my friends. Morning: Step 1: S-Acid first, make sure you add a few drop of water, and leave it on face for at least 2 minutes. The amount listed is the size of penny. Now don't assume that's enough for your entire face. That's only enough for one part of your face, I think more is necessary, so work your way through from forehead "top to bottom" face, nose, cheeks, chin, etc. 2-3 penny should be enough. rub gently in circular motion. Leave for 2 minutes. After that, use warm water from shower to wash off the solution. 2) Use G-Acid in the exact same manner as the S-Acid. Make sure you completely wash off the S-Acid first before adding the G-Acid.
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